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1. OPENING OF THE MEETING : Item 1 of the Provisional Agenda 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL declared the meeting open. 

2. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN: Item 2 of the Provisional Agenda • 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL invited nominations for Chairman. 

Professor AUJALEU, seconded by Dr BAIDYA, proposed Wr Brady. 

Decision : Mr Brady was elected unanimously. 

Mr BRADY thanked . the Committee for the confidence it had shown in him and 

hoped that, with the co-operation and understanding of the members, its work 

would have fruitful results. 

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA :工tern 3 of the Provisional Agenda 
(Document EB2ô/AF/I Rev.I) 

Decision: The provisional agenda was adopted unanimously. 

4. APPOINTMENT OF RAPPORTEURS: Item 4 of the Agenda 

Decision : On the proposal of the Chairman, Professor Aujaleu was 
unanimously elected as French-language rapporteur. The Chairman 
agreed to serve as English-language rapporteur• 
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5. STATUS OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND OP ADVANCES TO THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND： 
Itera 5 of the Agenda (Document ЕВ2бДб) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, introduced the statement of the 

status of collection of annual contributions and advances to the Working Capital 

Fund as at September I960 (document ЕВ2бДб). Paragraph 2 of that document 

showed that the percentage of collections had dropped to 87.42 per cent, as compared 

with 90.51 per oent. in 1957， 90.72 per cent, in 1958 and 91.5斗 per cent, in 1959. 

The decrease resulted primarily from a delay In payment in full by the highest 

contributor which resulted from its legislative processes. Payment of the 

balance of that contribution had since made the situation about the same as in 

past years. The status of advances to the Working Capital Fund, as shorn in 

the statement annexed to document ЕВ2бДб, was good. The amounts remaining 

unpaid were due from new Members and new Associate Members and would presumably 

be forthcoming shortly. On 1 January i960 the arrears of contributions of 

active Members had been $ 8ll 219. Payments received during i960 in respect 

of those arrears amounted to $ 626 025, reducing the arrears to $ 185 194 at 

30 September i960. The corresponding figure at September 1959 had been 

$ 245 813. 

The Director-General wished to invite the attention of the Board to the 

fact that, unless payments were received before the opening of the Fourteenth 

World Health Assembly from Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay and Yemen, those 

Members would be subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.13. 

The Committee's attention was drawn to the draft resolution In soction 5 

of document EB26/l6, which it might wish to recommend to the Executive Board. 
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The CHAIRMAN noted that the drop in the percentage of collections was due 

to special circumstances and not to any reluctanoe on the part of Members to pay 

oontributions, in regard to which the situation was generally satisfactory. 

Attention was drawn to the fact that certain Members in arrears were in danger 

of having their voting rights suspended under paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.1). 

Decision： The Corrmiittee agreed to recommend that the Executive Board 
should consider the adoption of the following draft resolution : 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the status 

of collection of annual contributions and advances to the Woi4clng Capital 

Fund as at 50 September I960, 

Noting with satisfaction the payments made in respect to the I960 

assessments, and 

Noting that, unless payments are received before the opening of the 

Fourteenth World Health Assembly from Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay 

and Yemen, those Members will be subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 

of resolution WHA8.15 of the Eighth World Health Assembly. 

1. URGES those Members to liquidate their arrears before the opening of 

the Fourteenth World Health Assembly,-

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to communicate to those Members the 

contents of this resolution; and 

3. FURTHER REQUESTS the Director-General to submit to the Fourteenth World 

Health Assembly a report on the status of annual contributions and advances 

to the Working Capital Fund, with particular reference to those Members, if 

any, which are subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.13 

of the Eighth World Health Assembly. 
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6. MALAHIA ERADICATION SPECIAL ACCOUNT: Item 6 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHAXl.l? 
and WHA13.45¿ D o c m e n t EB26/29) 。 

Mr SIEGEL，introducing document EB26/2?，
1

 said that the Committee would have to 

consider the problem of financing the malaria eradication programme not only in 

relation to the status of voluntary contributions, but also in relation, to the 

Director-General
1

 s proposals for supplementary budget estimates in 1961, and an 

increase in the budget estimates for 1962， to ensure adequate financing of the 

programme• Although until the present it had been possible to carry out most of the 

programme, it was proving necessary to apply some slow-downs to keep within the 

resources available. 

The Thirteenth World Health Assembly had noted, in its resolution ¥НА13.45> 

that voluntary contributions to the Special Account had not been forthcoming in 

sufficient amounts to ensure the continued financing of the programa in the way 

envisaged by the Eighth World Health Assembly^ and it had decided "to reappraise the 

financial situation of the Malaria Eradication Special Account at the Fourteenth 

World Health Assembly and, should sufficient contributions not be forthcoming, to 

consider appropriate measures to ensure the financing of the programme
1

、 A suirmary 

of the status of the Special Account contained in paragraph 3.1 of document EB26/29 

showed that, according to the information available officially, the shortfall in 

meeting the planned programme for 1961 would be $ 4 785 031. The balance available 

at 1 January 1961 was estimated to be $ 983 665， of which $ 22A 256 had been pledged 

but not yet paid. 

1 . 
Reproduced in Annex 5 to Off, Rec> Wld HIth Org. 
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Paragraph 3.2 of docment EB26/29 gave a detailed listing of contributions 

received or pledged from the inception of the Special Account up to 30 September I960, 

while paragraph 3.3 listed contributions received or pledged since 30 September I960 

from Jordan, Colombia, India and Belgium. 

The sum of $ Д 785 031 was still required as at 30 Septanber I960 to finance 

eradication operations in 1961‘ It was well known that the United States of America 

had been contributing generously to the Special Fund and there was reason to hope 

that it would do so again for 1961. There was also reason to believe, however, that 

it might not continue to contribute in such generous proportions. The Director-

General believed that a stage had been reached at which the Organization must face 

the problem realistically and he was therefore proposing, as a first step, that part 

of the malaria eradication programme planned to be carried out in 1961 should be 

financed by supplanentary budget estimates for that year. Since the Organization 

had no assurance that it would have adequate voluntary funds to finance the programme 

in 1962 and ensuing years, the Director-General was further submitting for the 

Board
1

 s consideration, under agenda item U.U, some alternative proposals for 

financing the programme. 

Section 6 described the developments in the efforts to obtain funds since the 

last session of the Executive Board and the action taken by the regional committees 

at their last sessions in August and September I960. 

A proposal that the Organization should sponsor the issue of postage stamps 

devoted to the eradication programme was outlined in paragraph 6.5 of 

document ЕБ26/29‘ Should the Board agree with the proposal, it might wish to 

adopt a resolution recommending Monber governments to issxie, on a fixed date, 
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postage stamps devoted to the world malaria eradication programme, and inviting the 

Universal Postal Union to co-operate. It was believed that, even though the 

Organization would not benefit financially from such issues, Vciey would be valuable 

in obtaining support within countries for national efforts to support the programme. 

Finally, in accordance with resolution EB22.RI, Annex 1 of document EB26/29 

contained a statement of the contributions accepted by the Chairman of the Executive 

Board in the period between the twenty-fifth session of the Board and 

30 September I960. 

The Committee might wish to discuss, first, the status of the Malaria 

Eradication Special Account ̂  secondly, the fact that voluntary contributions were 

not forthcoming in sufficient amounts and the principle of taking steps towards 

financing part of the eradication programme in one way or another through the 

regular budgetj and thirdly, the plan for an issue of postage stamps. 

The CHAIRMAN said that this very important matter deserved careful consideration 

by the Committee, the Board and the Assembly. The malaria eradication programme was 

a great concept and it was clear that the reputation of WHO was committed to it and 

to its success. It was regrettable that voluntary contributions had so far 

been inadequate. The Organization was indebted to those Members, and particularly 

to the United States of America, which had been most generous, but it had been 

emerging in recent years that the finances of the Special Account were in serious 

jeopardy. The voluntary nature of the fund had been retained up to now, but it 

seemed that a point had been reached where the position must be considered very 

carefuLly. The proposal was not to merge completely the Special Account with the 

regular budget, but to make contributions from the regular budget to the Special 

Account, which would remain open for contributions from other sources. 
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Professor AUJALEU agreed that the problem was of great importance and marked 

a turning point in the Organisation
1

 s malaria policy. It was clear that there 

would be a larg^ deficit in the Special Account for 196l and it was more than 

likely that the difficulties would increase in 1962. The only possibilities seemed 

to be either to cub down the malaria eradication prcgrarrrae, with all that that 

implied, or to cover part of the cost of the prcgramms from the regular budget. 

There was, however^ an essential difference between the X96l and 1962 budgets. 

The Assembly had adopted the 196l budget in the belief that the eradication 

programme would be financed by voluntary contributior.3 and it had not attempted, 

therefore, to establish.priorities between the malaria activities and the other 

activities of the Organizatiou. They would thec^fore have to be very careful in 

including malaria activities in the 1961 budget, limiting them to the absolute 

minimum necessary to avoid jeopardising the pvogverrzr.e.. In 1962^ however, the 

Board and ?tater the Assembly wouli teiów ií it ЬаЛ "соэхх decided to finance the 

greater part of the eradication programme from tho regular budget, and they would 

then have to establish new priorities^ with possible ccnseQusnces for the other 

activities financed by tUe regular budget. 

Mr ROPFEY^ alternate bo Sir Jobn Charles, member of the Executive Board, 

said it seemed absolutely right to him that the Director-General should fall 

back on the regular budget to finance the very important and obviously long-term 

malaria eradication campaign. That woitld of* course mean giving malaria eradication 

a high priority in the budget in future> and clearly some effort would have to be 

made to offset some of the cost by slowing down, if possible, the rate of expansion 

in some of the other programmes. 
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Dr BUTROV was not in favour of a basic change in the method of providing for 

the Special Account. He doubted whether all possibilities of obtaining voluntary-

contributions had been exhausted. No consideration had been given to the possi-

bility of setting up national committees to raise funds for the campaign, nor had 

the national resources of countries in which malaria was a problem been fully 

explored. Offers by the Soviet Union to send experts and supplies had not been 

taken up. The morbidity due to malaria was still high in those countries that 

had just achieved their independence. A small part of the profits drawn from 

those countries by the former colonial governments and by industries in a number 

of countries might perhaps solve the problem of malaria eradication. 

The Inclusion of malaria eradication funds in the regular budget would upset 

the balance of WHO'S programme, vdiich would then be mainly concerned with malaria 

eradication. The contributions of MembM? States would be increased to the 

detriment of national budgets. A number of countries were already in arrears 

and if the contributions were raised, even more would have difficulty in psQring 

their contributions. The system of voluntary contributions to the Malaria 

Eradication Special Account should be maintained and consideration should be given 

to setting up national committees and to the financing of national programmes by 

bilateral agreements. It was also possible that the fund was not being used to 

the best advantage. In that connexion it might be advisable to stop providing 

funds for the eradication of malaria in some European countries. The question of 

staff training might also be reviewed, since only some of those who had completed 

such training had proved suitable for work in malaria eradication teams. 
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Speaking as a member of the Ministry of Health of the USSR, Dr Butrov 

announced that his Government had decided to make a voluntary contribution of 

two million roubles to the Malaria Eradication Special Account for 19б2. 

Dr ABU SHAMMA said that as the budgets of malaria-stricken countries were 

depleted by the disease, they could not make substantial contributions. The 

highly-developed countries could do so, but the voluntary contributions varied 

from year to year. The only possible way of financing the eradication programme 

w a s
, therefore, to Include it as part of the regular budget. Even if that were 

done, however, it might not be possible to provide the full amount necessary to 

avoid curtailing the programme, so other proposals, such as the plan to issue 

stamps, should also be explored. 

Dr SCHANDORP supported Dr Abu Shaba's views. It was In the interests of 

all to find a way to continue the programme, and the only realistic way would be 

to finance it through the regular budget. • 

D r
 NABULSI feared that voluntary contributions would prove inadequate to 

complete the vital malaria eradication programme. He considered that the Special 

Account should be financed through the regular budget and that other proposals, 

such as the issue of stamps, should be left aside. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the problem for 19Ô1 was urgent. As Mr Siegel had 

pointed out, the shortfall would be very considerable. The Director-General had 

already warned the Thirteenth World Health Assembly of the danger that it might 

not be possible to carry out the whole programme in 19Ô1. The tentative 

proposals circulated by the Director-General in connexion with the supplementary 
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budget estimates for 1961 would meet only a small part of the need for funds under 

the Special Account. The normal approach would be to consider first whether there 

could be any reduction in commitments and, if that could not be done, to adopt some 

prudent and regular system of financing. The 1961 programme of activities could be 

undertaken if there was a fair prospect of financing it. Provision for doing so 

under the regular budget must be given very serious consideration. 

The ВХг®СТ01-(ШЕЕАЬ recalled that the question of voluntary contributions, 

ag oppósed to the financing of malaria activities from ЬЫ regular budget, had 

been discussed at almost every Health Assembly during the last few years. He 

had always been in favour of maintaining the Special Account as a voluntary fund 

to finance that big undertaking, in order not to spoil the balance of the rest of 

the WHO programme, but after his experience of many attempts to obtain voluntary 

support from goveiranents, he had concluded that it would be quite unrealistic to 

continue in this way and to count on the largest contributor paying 95 per cent, 

of the bill. The moment had come to examine other solutions. The second 

largest contributor to ViHO had made a reasonable voluntary contribution to the 

Special Account, but it could not be compared to the amount that contributor 

would have had to pay as an assessed share in the total cost of the eradication 

programme. The third and fourth largest contributors had made no voluntary-

contributions so far. The Government of the United Kingdom had informed him, 

in a letter received on 24 October, that its delegation to the Fourteenth World 

Health Assembly would be instructed to support any move to have the costs or part 

of the costs of the malaria eradication campaign included in the regular budget, 

and that it would be prepared to meet the ensuing increase in its assessed 
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c o n t r i b
u t i o n . It would hope, however, that inclusion in the regular budget would 

be acocpanied by certas savings, thus offsetting the full cost of the malaria 

e ^ i o a t i o n сашра .̂ A letter received on the a - day f - the a o v e r ^ n t of 

如 Netherlands indicated that it was not prepared to шаКе a voluntas contribution 

u n
t i l

 it was sure that the Organization had ta,en steps to ensure sounder l a n c i n e 

o f t h e
 e ^ i c a t i o n p r o s r a ^ . Once that had been done it would be prepared to 

consider making voluntas contributions 让 the i n t e ^ period until the total 

amount was e l u d e d ^ th, r e ^ a r budget. Those c o ^ c a t i o n s showed the 

tendency in regard to possibXe contributions to the P - g r a ^ . It was the 

s m a l l e r
 countries that had made the greatest effort to contribute voluntarily 

t o
 the Special Account. Зоше of them had contributed P-ctioally as much as 

t h e y w o u l d
 have 触 to pay if they had been assessed ^ d e r the reblar budget. 

The question had bean raised of analysing WHO's рг̂алипе and assessing 

p r a t i e s to see how 咖 h could be put Into the regular budget. It - s t be 

геи
е

т
ьеге, that, aXthoush there had been a large increase in the - « p of 

the organization, the new Members were s^all contributors who needed - e h help 

from the Or
S
ani

Z
ation. It would therefore be unrealistic to 让 她 that the 

O ^ a n —
S
 other activities could be reduce,. He was ^ e e d very apprehensive 

t h a t l t
 .isht soon appea, that he had failed to taKe sufficiently into consi^ation 

t h e
 real needs of the countries, and that he had Ъесоше too conservative in hi3 

b u d g
e t proposals to the Executive Board and to the Assembly. 
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Dr CAO-XUAN-CAM, member of the Executive Board, felt that some compromise 

must be found between the views of those who were in favour of abolishing the 

Special Account and financing the malaria eradication programme from the regular 

budget and those who wished to preserve the special voluntary character of the 
' if • . 

provision of funds for the programme. Such a compromise might consist in main-

taining the Special Account and even intensifying efforts to obtain contributions 

(for example, by implementing the plan for a special stamp issue described in 

Лппех 2 of document EB26/29), while at the same time setting aside a certain 

proportion of the regular budget for malaria eradication. In order not to 

provoke too much reluctance on the part of governments, it might be wise to fix 

a ceiling for the amount under the regular budget - say, five million dollars in 

each of the years 1962 and 1963 - and at the same time to effect some economies 

by reducing other programmes. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that at the present stage it might be best to confine 

the discussion to the general principle of maintaining or abandoning the voluntary 

character of the financing of the malaria eradication programme. If it were decided 

in principle that part of the cost should be borne by the regular budget, the 

question of actual amounts would be discussed in connexion with item 7 of the 

Committee's agenda - "Supplementary budget estimates for 19б1" - and itera 8, 

"Proposed programme and budget estimates for 1962". 
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Dr CASTILLO said It was clear from the document before the Conanittee that, 

d e S
p i t e the devoted efforts of the Director-General, the voluntary contributions 

forthcoming were inadequate to maintain the planned malaria eradication programme. 

At the same time, it must be borne in mind that, to the face of the threat of the 

development of resistance to insecticides, the prograinme could not be prolonged 

indefinitely but must be prosecuted with full vigour for a limited period. Ttie 

financial implications of such an all-out effort were of course considerable. 

Valid argumente had been presented In favour both of maintaining and of abandoning 

the voluntary principle and he did not think that the Board was In a position to 

take a final decision. It should report to the Health Assembly, summarizing the 

various solutions proposed with the arguments presented for and against them, 

and leave the final choice among those proposals to be made by the governments 

represented at the Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Committee had now discussed the problem at 

some length and must consider formulating a report and a concrete recommendation 

f o r
 the Executive Board. The first part of the report would, he presumed, note 

the status of the Malaria Eradication Special Account and the contributions 

received since the Board's last session. On that there was no difficulty. Next 

came the general question of the financing of ths programme in 19б1 and 1962, 

and there three main points of view had emerged in the discussion. The main 

consensus seemed to be that the time had come for, at any rate, some part of the 

programme to be financed under the regular budget rather than from the Special Aocour 

Secondly, at least one member of the Committee felt that all possibilities of 
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obtaining increased contributions to the Special Account had not yet been explored 

and that there should be no departure from the voluntary principle until they were 

exhausted. Finally, Dr Castillo considered that the final decision should be 

left to the Health Assembly. Since there was no formal proposal before the 

Co細ittee, he would ask members to Indicate in turn their acceptance or rejection 

of those three points of view, after which the Rapporteurs would be able to draft 

an appropriate expression of the Committee
 f

s views, 
. . r < .. 

’乂 '.... . . . \ > • ‘.. - • 

Professor AUJALEU said that, before a vote was taken, he would like one 

point to be clarified by the Secretariat. It was quite clear that as far as the 

1962 budget was concerned there was time to leave the decision regarding the 

financing of the malaria eradication programme to the Health Assembly. Was that 

also true of the programme for 1961, or must a deoision be taken inraediately by 

the Board? 

Mr SIEGEL explained that neither of the questions referred to by-

Professor Aujaleu arose in connexion with the present item of the agenda of the 

Committee, but only in connexion with the items on the 1961 supplementary estimates 

and the 19б2 programme and budget. If the Committee could decide whether, in its 

opinion, the Organization had reached a stage at which it could no longer rely-

exclusively on voluntary contributions for the implementation of the malaria 

eradication programme, the present item could be considered disposed of. 
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However, as he did not wish to evade Professor Aujaleu's question, he would 

state that it had been his intention, when the Committee came to discuss item 

7.3, to suggest that the Director-General
1

s proposals regarding the supplementary-

budget estimates for the malaria eradication programme in 196l be transmitted to 

the Health Assembly, which could then take a final decision in the light of the 

further information which would then be available on the status of contributions 

to tbe A m m m t . It would be noted that the Dlyeetor-^Q^wal
1

 $ pa^oposals 

were flexible and involved a minimum and a maximum figure. Similarly, with 

regard to the programme for 1962, the Director-General was Submitting alternative 

solutions which the Board might find it useful to transmit to tho Health Assembly 

with any further suggestions of its own. 

The CHAIRMAN invited those members of the Conmiittee who considered that the 

Malaria Eradication Special Account should be supplemented to some extent from 

the regular budget to raise their hands• 

Pour members raised their hands. 

Hie CHAIRMAN invited those members who thought it premature to depart from 

the voluntary principle in financing the m i a r l a eradication programme to raise 

their hands. 

One metóber raised his hand. 

The CHAIRMAN invited those members who considered that the decision should be 

left to the Fourteenth World Health Assembly to raise their hands* 

Two members raised their hands. 
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Professor AüJAXSU observed that, in summarizing the views expressed during 

the discussion, the Chaiiraan had. mentioned the opinion that the possibilities of 

obtaining increased voluntary contribxi.tions should be further explored. 

Irx putting the various opinions to the vote, however, he seemed to have omitted 

that alternative, possibly by oversight. In any case he wished, to make it clear 

that he himsêlf could not subscribe to the point of view in question if it implied 

any criticism of the iJirector-General, who he considered had done everything that 

could have been expected of him to obtain more voluntaiy contributions. 

The СНАШМАН said that in putting the matter to the vote he had perhaps 

departed from the exact form of words he had used in summarizing the discussion, 

but he had presented the same three alternatives. In any case, he was glad of 

the opportunity to state his agreement with Professor Aujaleu that nothing in the 

preceding discussion implied that the Director-General had displayed aiything but 

the highest qualities of perseverance and efficiency. 

The result of the vote showed a najority for the view that some provision 

should be raade in the regular budget to supplement the Malaria Sradication Special 

Account. 

Dr BUTE07 agreed with Professor Aujaleu and with the Chairman. He himself, 

in- presenting certain practical proposals for improving the status of volimtaiy 

contributions to the Special Account, had certainly not intended to criticize the 

Dirr.crbor-General. On the other hand, he had implied some criticism of those 

countries that were unwilling to contribute to the bpeciAl Account though they 



were ‘ largely responsible for the situation that the malaria eradication. progKfflana 

was intended to remedy, and he hoped that his views in that regard would, be 

communicated to the Health Assembly. 

The СНАШШ assied Dr Butrov that the opinions expressed by members of the 

Committee Movlà be summarized, in its report, the drafting of which could now be 

left to the Rapporteur. 

One other point under the present item had not yet been decided’ though it had 

been referred to in passing: the proposed issue' of Malaria Eradication Stamps 

described in document EB26/29, M n e x 2. It seemed to him that that proposal, if 

widely accepted, cotüd serve a useful purpose in infonning the public about MHO»s 

work. What seemed doubtful, on the other hand, was whether the plan actually 

would have wide acceptance and, even if it did, whether it worild have financial as 

well as propaganda value. He understood that the policy of goverments with regard 

to stamp issues varied consüerab3y. Some varied their designs only very rare^r, 

while others frequently brought out fecial issues for commemorative or charitable 

purposes. Some might readjjy make over part of the proceeds, ̂ f a-^pecia] Malaria 

Eradication issue to Щ0, but in others all receipts from the sale of stamps were 

hypothecated to a central fund and could not be diverted to other purposes without 

special legislation. It would be recalled that a somewhat analagous project -

the issue of World. Health Seals - had not produeed anything like the results hoped 

for. So it might be desirable not to commit the Organization too deeply to the 

plan until more infoimatio» was available about the probability of general 

acceptance. 
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Mr SIEGEL felt that the Ghainnan had raised some interesting points. 

However, he must point out that there was 110 relationship at all between the 

present plan and the issue of World Health Seals. The seals had been printed 

by WHO and made available to злу country that wished to sell them* The present 

plan was to suggest to all Mernber States of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) that 

they should issue their own stamps, on or about the same date, handling the 

proceeds like those of ar̂ r other national stamp issue, though it was hoped that 

some governments would contribute part of the philatelic proceeds to WHO or make 

over sorae of the stamps to the Organization to sell to philatelists. The chief 

purpose was not direct money raising, but to create both in the malarious countries 
• “ “ 

and elsewhere a wider awareness of the malaria problem and of the efforts to solve 

it. There could never be any assurance that all countries would participate in 

the plan, but the Office of UPU had already been consulted and its assurance 

obtained that the Union would further the scheme bj playing a part similar to the 

part it had played in the case of the issue of stamps for the World Refugee Year, 

in which many countries, though not all, had taken part. There was no way of 

obtaining any further asstirance, or any coramitraent by Member governments of UPU, 

until detailed plans, including suggested designs, were submitted to them. 

One aspect of the question not yet commented on was the oost to WHO, He 

believed that apar"'- fresa services of Ш0 staff it would be necessary to provide 

for the production of a design and raotif, which should not exceed 1000. 

‘ i 

Mr EQFjFSY, alternate to Sir John Charles, raâmber of the Executive Board, 

felt that the plan, though attractive at first sight, had most of the difficulties 

of the Malaria Eradication Special Account. It was again based.on the voluntaiy 
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principle^ so would involve all the embarrassment with which the Director-General 

was familiar, and without any guarantee that funds would be available in the end. 

If it were agreed that the pialaria eradication programme should be fiaanced 

entirely from the regular budget there would be no need, for such devices • 

Dr ABU S M M M A agreed with Mr Siegel that the proposed plan c o u H create much 

interest in malaria eradication both in countries where the disease existed and in 

others, as well as providing world-wide propaganda for Ш0, Moreover, aiy addition 

it brought to the Organization^ funds would be useful. He proposed that the 

Committee recommend to the Executive Board that it instruct the Director^General 

to approach governments and, even if only 50 per cent* of them were willing to 

participate in the scheme, to proceed with its implementat ion. 

Professor AUJALEU agreed that, the plan had potential moral^ and probably also 

material^ usefulness^ However^ there were three points to which he must draw 

attention» 

Firstly, in many countries arrangements for special stamp issues were made 

a long time in advance• If, therefore^ the proposed Malaria Eradication Stamps 

were to be ready for 7 April 1962, governments must be approached on the matter 

as soon as possible, perhaps without even waiting for the decision of the Health 

Assembly» 

Secondly^ he would like an e3g)lanation regarding the last sentence of the 

first section, entitled "Background and Purpose", in Annex 2 of document ËB26/29, 

When stamps were sold in any country he did not sippose anyone knew whether they* 
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went to philatelists or to ordinary people who would stick them on envelopes, and 

he therefore did not see how WHO could be guaranteed the exclusive right to sell 

the stamps on the philatelic market, 

Finally, many countries, in obliterating postage stamps, used some kind of 

slogan. For example^ at present all the stamps on letters sent out by the French 

Ministry of Health bore the slogan:
 n

BCG protects against tuberculosis"
 #
 In the 

same way, countries might be invited to use for a certain period in obliterating 

their stamps a slogan relating to malaria eradication which might be devised by WHO 

and translated into the appropriate languages
#
 That suggestion was, of course, 

intended as a supplement and not an alternative to the proposed s tax,ip issue. 

Dr BUTROV said that，without wishing to discuss the details of the proposal, 

he supported it iri principle as part of the effort to obtain further voluntary-

contributions for the malaria eradication programme - a purpose to which there 

could be no reasonable objection» 

Mr SIEGEL emphasized that Professor Jixijaleu^ remarks regarding the need to 

act quickly were very much to the point. Indeed
3
 it was for that reason that the 

Director-General had not.proposed that a decision be deferred until the Fourteenth 

World Health Assembly. He must also point out that unless the Executive Board 

decided to instruct the Director-General to proceed at once with a view to having 

the stamps issued in 1962, there would be little point in subsequently envisaging 

any action in 1963 or 196厶，since two other organizations had already established 

plans in consultation with UPU for issues in those years. 
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As for Professor Aujaleu's suggestion regarding the use of a special slogan 

to obliterate the stamps, he presumed that that would be an integral part of the 

plan. 

Finally, in regard to Professor Aujaleu
1

s question, he could only say that 

countries themselves sold stamps through philatelic channels, but that if they were 

willing to make some available to WHO the Organization could also sell them for 

philatelic purposes. There was, of course, no guarantee that suc^i stamps would 

not return to the country of issue and be used for normal postal purposes, but it 

we
.s not very likely. As members of the Committee were perhaps aware, the first 

day of issue was particularly important from a philatelic point of view, and 

special envelopes were used. 

Dr ABU SHAMMA said that, in view of what had been said about the need for 

immediate action, he would withdraw his earlier proposal that the ".Uirector-General 

should, be asked to consult individual governments and would agree that he apply 

directly to UPÜ. 

Mr SISISL said thet before the Committee took a decision he wished to clarify 

a few further points » 

Firstly, the Director-General considered tl^at "¿he proposed stamp issue would 

Ъе particularly valuable in countries where malaria eradication projects were 1л 

actual operation by stlmQating public support and thereby helping the national 

budget. A national propaganda csrapaign, deluding a stamp issue, had been held 

the previous year in Iran and had Ъззп a great, success. 
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Seconcily, on the question of contaetin- govermnents through UPU, he must point 

out that the Director-General had already started negotiations with the Union and 

had been told that the Union could do no more than transmit the plan to its Member 

governments with a recoraraendation that it be given serious consideration. Nothing 

could be done to make governments participate, and nothing more could be done 

through UPU in the
 tí
v。nt that the Board approved the plan, to iBform 

governments of that fact. All that remained now was for the Board to decide 

whether the plan should be pursued or abandoned. If it was to be pursued^ the 

next step was to produce a design which would be communicated to governments 

through the machinery of UPU, 

The ( S i A m m suggested that the ..lapporteur bo asked to draft a recoraraendation 

for the Executive Board to the effect that the Committee found the proposal in 

document EB26/29, Annex 2y generally acceptable, subject to the remarks and 

suggestions made during the debate and accepted by Mr Siegel on behalf of the 

Director-General, 

It was so agreed, 

7, SUPPLá平I、ÎT/1RÎ" BUDGET EST平ATES FOR 1961: Item 7 of the ¿genda (Documents 
EB26/3 and EB26/3 Add.5 ) 

At the request of the Chairman, Kr SIEGEL introduced document EB26/3 Add.5,
1 

which contained a summaiy of all the Director-General's supplementary budget 

proposals for 1961, presented in accordance with Financial Regulation 3.10, together 

with a suggested draft resolution. 

1

 Reproduced in Annex б to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Orp：. 106 
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Increased contributions to the United Mations Joint Staff Pension Fund: 
Item 7,1 of the Agenda (Documents EB26/3 Add.l

1

 arid EB26/25) 

Mr SISGSL explained that the estimate of ф 90 000 for Increased contributions to 

the Joint Staff Pension Fund in 1961 wae based on the proposals contained дл the 

reporb of the United Nations Secretary-General attached to document EB26/25. 

Those proposals were at present before the United Nations General Assembly, which 

could still modiiy them. The figure was therefore provisional, but the final figure 

would, be known by the time of the Fourteenth World Health Assembly. 

Dr BTJTEOV wondered whether there was ar^ point in considering the matter if the 

present figure was only provisional, particularly as it had now been decided that 

the Board would meet again immediately before the Health Assembly, when it would be 

able to make a definite recomniendation in the light of the final decision of the 

General Asseirbly* 

The СНАШШ felt it we.s cLesireble that delegates to the Health Ássenibüy should, 

have a clear indication of probable financial commitments for both 1961 and 1962, 

At previous Health /assemblies there had been some dissatisfaction when certain 

proposals with financial implications had, unavoidably, been submitted rather late. 

When, therefore, the probable coranitments were known at least approximately, it 

might be best not to defer consideration. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the Chairman had exactly expressed the Director-General «s 

feelings. He would only add that, when the Board met jjnraediately bsfore the Keaith 

Assembly, it could adjust the figure in tae light of the General Assembly ts decision. 

1

 Reproduced in Annex б to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 106 
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Dr BUTROV said that he remained unconvinced. There was no point in the Board's 

с cussing the same matter twice. Health Assembly delegates would be informed, in 

plenty of time through the normal distribution of documents. 

Professor AUJALEU said that he, on the other hand, agreed, with the Chairraan. 

Since the supplementary requirement was already knoira with fair certainty it was 

best that governments should be informed, of it within the next month through a 

resolution of the Board, rather than much later throtjgfe the doctiraenbation for the 

Health Assembly, 

Dr SCHMDORF agreed with Professor Aujaleu. 

Dr NABULSI said he would prefer to defer the discussion until the Board's next 

session, as proposed by Dr Butrov, 

The СНАШММ put Dr Butrov's proposal to the vote. 

Decision: The proposal was rejected, by four votes to two. 

The ОШШШ asked, whether there was any objection to recomiiiending to the 

Board the approval of the additional provision proposed. 

Noting that there was no objection, be declared the provision approved. 

The meeting rose at 12>45 p«ia» 
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1. OPENING OP THE MEETING: Item 1 of the Provisional Agenda 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL declared the meeting open. 

2. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN: Item 2 of the Provisional Agenda 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL invited nominations for Chairaian. 

Professor AUJAIEU, seconded by Dr BAIDYA, proposed Mr Brady. 

Decision: Mr Brady was elected unanimously. 

Mr BRADY thanked the Committee for the confidence it had shown in him and 

hoped that, with the co-operation and understanding of the members, i t s work 

would have fruitful results. 

3. ADOPTION OP THE AGENDA: Item 3 of the Provisional Agenda 
(Document ЕВ2б/дрД Rev.l) 

Decision; The provisional agenda was adopted unanimously. 

4. APPOINWSNT OP RAPPORTEURS : Item 4 of the Agenda 

Decision： On the proposal of the Chairman, Professor Aujaleu was 
unanimously elected as French-language rapporteur. The Chaiiraan 
agreed to serve as English-language rapporteur. 



5. STATUS OP CONTRIBUTIONS AND OP ADVANCES TO THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND： 
Item 5 of the Agenda (Document EB2ô/l6) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, introduced the statement of the 

status of collection of annual contributions and advances to the Working Capital 

Fund as at 50 September i960 (document EB26/l6). Paragraph 2 of that document 

showed that the percentage of collections had dropped to 87.42 per cent, as compared 

with 90.51 per cent, in 1957, 90.72 per cent, in 1958 and 9 1 . p e r cent, in 1959. 

The decrease resulted primarily from a delay in payment in full by the highest 

contributor which resulted from its legislative processes. Payment of the 

balance of that contribution had since made the situation about the same as in 

past years. Иге status of advances to the Working Capital Fund, as shown In 

the statement annexed to document ЕВ2бДб, was good. The amounts remaining 

unpaid were due from new Members and new Associate Members and would presumably 

be forthcoming shortly. On 1 January i960 the arrears of contributions of 

active Members had been $ 811 219. Payments received during i960 in respect 

of those arrears amounted to $ 626 025, reducing the arrears to $ 185 194 at 

30 September I960. The corresponding figure at ；50 September 1959 had been 

$ 245 813. 

The Director-General wished to invite the attention of the Board to the 

fact that, unless payments were received before the opening of the Fourteenth 

World Health Assembly from Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay and Yemen, those 

Members would be subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.1). 

The Committee's attention was dravm to the draft resolution in paragraph 5 

of document ЕВ2бДб, which it might wish to recommend to the Executive Board. 



The CHAIRMAN noted that the drop in the percentage of collections was due 

to special circumstances and not to any reluctance on the part of Members to pay 

contributions, in regard to which the situation was generally satisfactory. 

Attention was drawn to the fact that certain Members in arrears were in danger 

of having their voting rights suspended under paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.1). 

Deoision; The Committee agreed to recommend that the Executive Board 
should consider the adoption of the following draft resolution : 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the status 

of collection of annual contributions and advances to the Working Capital 

Fund as at 30 September i960, 

Noting with satisfaction the payments made in respect to the I960 

assessments, and 

Noting that, unless payments are received before the opening of the 

Fourteenth World Health Assembly from Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay 

and Yemen, those Members will be subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 

of resolution WHA8.13 of the Eighth World Health Assembly. 

1. URGES those Members to liquidate their arrears before the opening of 

the Fourteenth World Health Assembly; 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to communicate to those Members the 

contents of this resolution; and 

3. FURTHER REQUESTS the Director-General to submit to the Fourteenth World 

Health Assembly a report on the status of annual contributions and advances 

to the Working Capital Fund, with particular reference to those ffembers, if 

any, which are subject to the. provisions of paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.1) 

of the Eighth World Health Assembly. 



б. MALARIA ERADICATION SPECIAL ACCOUNT: Item 6 of the Agenda (Handbook of 
Resolutions and Decisions, 5th ed., p. 28, Resolution WHA11.17^ 
paragraph 2; Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 102, Resolution V/HA13.45; 
Document EB26/29) 

Mr SIEGEL, introducing document EB26/29, said that the Conraittee would have 

to consider the problem of financing the malaria eradication programme not only 

by means of voluntary contributions^ but also in relation to the Director-

General's proposals for supplementary budget estimates in 1961, and an Increase 

in the budget estimates for 19б2, to ensure adequate financing of the prograimne. 

Although until the present it had been possible to carry out most of the 

programme, it was proving necessary to apply some slow-downs to keep within the 

resources available. 

The Thirteenth World Health Assembly had noted, in its resolution WHA1)•杯5, 

that voluntary contributions to the Special Account had not been forthcoming In 

sufficient amounts to ensure the continued financing of the prograrane in the way 

envisaged by the Eighth World Health Assembly, and it had decided "to reappraise 

the financial situation of the Malaria Eradication Special Account at the 

Fourteenth World Health Assembly and, should sufficient contributions not be 

forthcoming, to consider appropriate measures to ensure the financing of the 

programme". A summary of the status of the Special Account contained in 

paragraph 3.1 of document EB26/29 showed that, based on the information available 

officially, the shortfall in meeting the planned programme for 1961 would be 

$ 4 785 0)1. The balance available at 1 January 196I was estimated to be 

$ 98) 665, of which $ 224 256 had been pledged but not yet paid. 



Paragraph 3.2 of document EB26/29 gave a detailed listing of contributions 

received or pledged from the inception of the Special Account up to 30 September i960, 

while paragraph D listed contributions received or pledged since JP September i960 

from Jordan, Colombia, India and Belgium. 

The sum of $ 4 785 031 was still required as at JO September i960 to finance 

eradication operations in 196l. It was well known that the United States of 

America had been contributing generously to the Special Fund and there was reason 

to hope that it would do so again for 19б1. There was also reason to believe, 

however, that it might not continue to contribute in such generous proportions. 

The Director-General believed that a stage had been reached at which the 

Organization must face the problem realistically and he was therefore proposing, 

as a first step, that part of the malaria eradication programme planned to be 

carried out in 1961 should be financed by the supplementary budget estimates „for 

196I• Since the Organization had no assurance that it would have adequate 

voluntary funds to finance the programme in 19Ô2 and ensuing years, the Director-

General was further submitting, under agenda item 4.4, some alternative proposals 

for financing the programme for consideration by the Board. 

Paragraph б described the developments in the efforts to obtain funds since 

the last session of the Executive Board and action by the regional committees 

at their last sessions in August and September i960. 

A proposal that the Organization should sponsor the issue of postage stamps 

devoted to the eradication prograrane was outlined in paragraph 6 . o f document 

EB26/29, Should the Board agree with the suggested proposal, it might wish to 

adopt a résolution recommending Member governments to issue, on a fixed date^ 



postage stamps devoted to the world malaria eradication programme， and inviting 

the Universal Postal Union to co-operate. It was believed that, even though 

the Organization would not benefit financially from such issues, they would be 

valuable in obtaining support within countries for national efforts to support 

the programme. . 

Finally, in accordance with resolution EB22.R1, annex 1 of document ЕВ2б/29 

contained a statement of the contributions accepted by the Chairman of the Executive 

Board in the period between the twenty-fifth session of the Board and 

30 September i960. 

The Committee might wish to discuss, first, the status of the Malaria 

Eradication Special Account; secondly, the fact that voluntary contributions 

were not forthcoming in sufficient amounts and the principle of taking steps 

towards financing part of the eradication programme in one way or another through 

the regular budget; and thirdly, the plan for an issue of postage stamps. 

The CHAIRMAN said that very important matter deserved careful consideration 

by the Committee, the Board and the Assembly. The malaria eradication programme 

was a great concept and it was clear that the reputation of WHO was committed to 

it and to its success. It was regrettable that voluntary contributions had so 

far been inadequate. The Organization was indebted to those Members, and 

particularly to the United States of America, which had been most generous, but 

it had been emerging in recent years that the finances of the Special Account 

were in serious jeopardy. The voluntary nature of the fund had been retained 

up to now, but it seemed that a point had been reached where the position must 

be considered very carefully. The proposal was not to merge the Special Account 

with the regular budget, but to maJke contributions from the regular budget to the 

Special Account, which would remain open for contributions from other sources. 



Professor AUJALEU agreed that the problem was of great importance and marked 

a turning point in the Organization's malaria policy. It was clear that there 

would be a large deficit in the Special Account for 196l and it was more than 

likely that the difficulties would increase in 1962. The only possibilities seemed 

to be either to cut down the malaria eradication programme, with all that that 

implied, or to cover part of the cost of the programme from the regular budget. 

There was, however, an essential difference between the 196l and 19б2 budgets. 

The Assembly had adopted the 196l budget in t\ie belief that the eradication 

programme would be financed by voluntary contributions and it had not attempted, 

therefore, to establish priorities between the malaria activities and the other 

activities of the Organization. They would therefore have to be very careful in 

including malaria activities in the 196l budget, limiting them to the absolute 

minimum necessary to avoid jeopardizing the progranime. In 1962，however, the 

Board and later the Assembly would know if it had been decided to finance the 

greater part of the eradication programme from the regular budget, and they would 

then have to establish new priorities, with possible consequences for the other 

activities financed by the regular budget. 

Mr ROFFEY, alternate to Sir John Char'les，member of the Executive Board, 

said it seemed absolutely right to him that the Director-General should fall 

back on the regular budget to finance the very important and obviously long-term 

malaria eradication campaign. That would of course mean giving malaria eradication 

a high priority in the budget in future, and clearly some effort would have to be 

made to offset some of the cost by slowing down, if possible, the rate of expansion 

in some of the other programmes. 



Dr BUTROV was not in favour of a basic change in the method of providing for 

the Special Account. He doubted whether all possibilities of obtaining voluntary 

eontributions had been exhausted. No consideration had been given to the possi-

bility of setting up national committees to raise funds for the campaign, nor had 

the national resources of countries in which malaria was a problem been fully-

explored. Offers by the Soviet Union to send experts and supplies had not been 

taken up. The morbidity due to malaria was still high in those countries that 

had just achieved their independence• A small part of the profits drawn from 

those countries by the former colonial governments and by industries in a number 

of countries might perhaps solve the problem of malaria eradication. 

The inclusion of malaria eradication funds in the regular budget would upset 

the balance of WHO programme, which would then be mainly concerned with malaria 

eradication. The contributions of Member States would be increased to the 

detriment of national budgets• A number of countries кеге already in arrears 

and if the contributions were raised, even more would have difficulty in paying 

their contributions• The system of voluntary contributions to the Malaria 

Eradication Special Account should be maintained and consideration should be given 

to setting up national committees and to the financing of national programmes by-

bilateral agreements. It was also possible that the fund was not being used to 

the best advantage. In that connexion it might be advisable to stop providing 

funds for the eradication of malaria in some European countries. The question of 

staff training might also be reviewed, since only some of those who had completed 

• such -training had proved suitable for work in malaria eradication teams. 



Speaking as a member of the Ministry of Health of the USSR, Dr Butrov 

announced that his Government had decided to make a voluntary contribution of 

two million roubles to the Malaria Eradication Special Account for 19б2. 

Dr ABU SHAMMA said that as the budgets of malaria-stricken countries were 

depleted by the disease, they could not make substantial contributions. The 

highly-developed countries could do so, but the voluntary contributions varied 

from year to year. The only possible way of financing the eradication programme 

was, therefore, to include it as part of the regular budget. Even if that were 

done, however, it might not be possible to provide the full amount necessary to 

avoid curtailing the programme, so other proposals, such as the plan to issue 

stamps, should also be explored. 

Dr SCHANDORF supported Dr Abu Shamma's views. It was in the interests of 

all to find a way to continue the prograjnrae, and the only realistic way would be 

to finance it through the regular budget. 

Dr NABULSI feared that voluntary contributions would prove inadequate to 

complete the vital malaria eradication programme. He considered that the Special 

Account should be financed through the regular budget and that other proposals, 

such as the issue of stamps, should be left aside. 

The CHAIRMM said that the problem for 19б1 was urgent. As Mr Siegel had 

pointed out, the shortfall would be very considerable。 The Director-General had 

already warned the Thirteenth World Health Assembly of the danger that it might 

not be possible to carry out the whole programme in 196l. The tentative 

proposals circulated by the Director-General in connexion with the supplementary 
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budget estimates would meet only a small part of the funds necessary under the 

Special Account. The normal approach would be to consider first whether there 

could be any reduction in commitments and, if that could not be done, to adopt 

some prudent' and regular system of financing. The 196l programme of activities 

could be undertaken if there was a fair prospect of financing it. Provision for 

doing so -under the regular budget must be given very serious consideration• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL recalled that the question of voluntary contributions, 

as opposed to the financing of malaria activities from the regular budget
5
 had 

been discussed at almost every Health Assembly during the last few years. He 

had always been in favour of maintaining the Special Account as a voluntary fiond 

to finance that big undertaking, in order not to spoil the balance of the rest of 

the WHO prograirae, but after his experience of many attempts to obtain voluntary 

support from governments, he had concluded that it would be quite unrealistic to 

continue in this way and to count on the largest contributor paying 95 per cent, 

of the bill. The moment had come to exzmine other solutions。 The second 

largest contributor to WHO had made a reasonable voluntary contribution to the 

Special Accourrb, but it could not be compared to the amount that contributor 

would have had to pay as an assessed share in the total cost of the eradication 

prograinme. The third and fourth largest contributors had made no voluntary 

contributions so far. - The Government of the United Kingdom had informed him, 

in a letter received on 2斗 October, that its delegation to the Fourteenth World 

Health Assembly would be instructed to support any move to have the costs or part 

of the costs of the malaria eradication campaign included in the regular budget, 

and that it would be prepared to meet the ensuing increase in its assessed 



contribution. It would hope, however, that inclusion in the regular budget would 

be accompanied by certain savings, thus offsetting the full cost of the malaria 

eradication campaign. A letter received on the same day from the Government of 

the Netherlands indicated that it was not prepared to make a voluntary contribution 

until it was sure that the Organization had taken steps to ensure sounder financing 

of the eradication prograrame. Once that had been done it would be prepared to 

consider making voluntary contributions in the interim period until the total 

amount was included' in the regular budget. Those communications showed the 

tendency in regard to possible contributions to the programme. It was the 

smaller countries that had made the greatest effort to contribute voluntarily 

to the Special Account. Some of them had contributed practically as much as 

they would have had to pay if they had been assessed under the regular budget. 

The question had been raised of analysing WHO'S programme and assessing 

priorities to see how much could be put into the regular budget. It must be 

remembered that, although there had been a large increase in the membership of 

the Organization, the new Members were small contributors who needed much help 

from the Organization. It would therefore be unrealistic to think that the 

Organization
1

 s other activities could be reduced. He was indeed very apprehensive 

that it might soon appear that he had failed to take sufficiently into consideration 

the real needs of the countries, and that he had become too conservative in his 

budget proposals to the Executive Board and to the Assembly. 



Dr CAO-XUAM-CAM, member of the Executive Board, felt that some compromise 

must be found between the views of those who were in favour of abolishing the 

Special Account and financing the malaria eradication programme from the regular 

budget and those who wished to preserve the special voluntary character of the 

provision of funds for the programme. Such a compromise might consist in main-

taining the Special Account and even intensifying efforts to obtain contributions 

(for example, by implementing the plan for a special stamp issue described in 

Annex 2 of document ЕВ2б/29) while, at the same time, setting aside a certain 

proportion of the regular budget for malaria eradication. In order not to 

provoke too much reluctance on the part of governments, it might be wise to fix 

a ceiling for the amount under the regular budget - say, five million dollars in 

each of the years 1962 and 19бЗ - and at the same time to effect some economies 

by reducing other programmes. 

* ‘ 

The CHAIRMAM suggested that at the present stage it might be best to confine 

the discussion to the general principle of maintaining or abandoning the voluntary 

character of the financing of the malaria eradication programme. If it were decided 

iri principle that part of the cost should be.borne; by the regular budget, the 

question of actual amounts would be discussed in oonnexion with item 7 of the 

Committee's- agenda - "Supplementary budget estimates ： for 1961" ：.~ and item 

"Proposed programme and budget estimates for ,19.62”. 



Dr CASTILLO said it was clear from the document before the Committee that, 

despite the devoted efforts of the Director-General, the voluntary contributions 

forthcoming were inadequate to maintain the planned malaria eradication programme. 

At the same time, it must be borne in mind that, in the face of the threat of the 

development of resistance to insecticides, the programme, could not be prolonged 

indefinitely but must be prosecuted with full vigour for a limited period. The 

financial implications of such an all-out effort were of course considerable. 

Valid arguments had been presented in favour both of maintaining and of abandoning 

the voluntary principle and he did not think that the Board was in a position to 

take a final decision. It. should report to the Health Assembly, summarizing the 

various solutions proposed with the arguments presented for and against them, 

and leave the final choice among those proposals to be made by the governments 

represented at the Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Committee had now discussed the problem at 

some length and must consider forraulating a report and a concrete recormendation 

for the Executive Board. The first part of the report would, he pressed, note 

the status of the Malaria Eradication Special Account and the contributions 

received since the Board's last session. On that there was no difficulty. Next 

came the general question of the financing of the programme in 1961 and 19б2, 

and there three main points of view had emerged in the discussion. The main 

consensus seemed to be that the time had come for, at any rate, some part of the 

programme to be financed under the regular budget rather than from the Special Account. 

Secondly, at least one member of the Committee felt that all possibilities of 
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obtaining Increased contributions to the Special Account had not yet been explored 

and that there should be no departure from the voluntary principle until they were 

exhausted. Finally, Dr Castillo considered that the final decision should be 

left to the Health Assembly. Since there was no formal proposal before the 

Committee, he would ask members to indicate in turn their acceptance or rejection 

of those three points of view, after which the Rapporteurs would be able to draft 

an appropriate expression of the Committee's views. 

Professor AUJALEU said that, before a vote was taken, he would like one 

point to be clarified by the Secretariat. It was quite olear that as far as the 

1962 budget was concerned there was time to leave the decision regarding the 

financing of the malaria eradication programme to the Health Assembly. Was that 

also true of the prograrame for 1961, or must a decision be taken Immediately by 

the Board? 

Mr SIEGEL explained, that neither of the questions referred to by 

Professor Aujaleu arose in connexion with the present item of the agenda of the 

Committee, but only in connexion with the items on the 196I supplementary estimates 

and the 1962 programme and budget. If the Committee could decide whether, in its 

opinion, the Organization had reached a stage at which it could no longer rely 

exclusively on voluntary contributions for the. implementation of the raalaria 

eradication programme, toe present item could be considered disposed of. 



However, as he did not wish to evade Professor Aujaleu's question, he would 

state that it had been his intention, when the Committee came to discuss item 

7.3, to suggest that the Director-General
1

s proposals regarding the supplementary 

budget estimates for the malaria eradication programme in 196l be transmitted to 

the Health Assembly, which could then take a final decision in the light of the 

further information which would then be available on the status of contributions 

to the Special Account• It would be noted that the Director-General
1

s proposals 

were flexible and involved a minimum and a maximum figure. Similarly, with 

regard to the programme for 19б2, the Director-General was submitting alternative 

solutions which the Board might find it useful to transmit to the Health Assembly 

with any further suggestions of its own. 

The CHAIRMAN invited those members of the Committee who considered that the 

Malaria Eradication Special Accomt should be supplemented to some extent from 

the regular budget to raise their hands• 

Pour members raised their hands. 

The CHAIRMAN invited those members who thought it premature to depart from 

the voluntary principle in financing the m i a r i a eradication programme to raise 

their hands. 

One member raised his hand. 

The СКАШШ incited those members who considered that the decision should be 

left to the Fourteenth World Health Assembly to raise their hands. 

Two members raised their hands. 
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Professor AUJALEU observed that, in summarizing the views expressed during 

the discussion, the Chairman had mentioned the opinion that the possibilities of 

obtaining increased voluntary contributions should be further explored. 

In putting the various opinions to the vote, however, he seemed to have omitted 

that alternative, possibly by oversight. bi &可 case he wished to make it clear 

that he himself could not subscribe to the point of view in question if it implied 

arçr criticism of the Director-General, who he considered, had done eveiything that 

could have been expected of him to obtain more voluntary contributions « 

The CHAIRMAN said that in putting the matter to the vote he had perhaps 

departed from the exact form of words he had used in summarizing the discussion, 

but he had presented the same three alternatives. In any case, he was glad of 

the opportunity to state his agreement with Professor Aujaleu that nothing in the 

preceding discussion implied that the Director-General had displayed arything but 

the highest qualities of perseverance and efficiency. 

The result of the vote showed a majority for the view that some provision 

should be made in the regular budget to supplement the Malaria Eradication Special 

Account. 

Dr BUTROV agreed with Professor Aujaleu ajad with the Chairman. He himself, 

in presenting certain practical proposals for improving the status of voluntary 

contributions to the Special Account, had certainly not intended to criticise the 

Director-General, On the other hand, he had implied some criticism of those 

countries that were unwilling to contribute to the bpecial Account though they 



were • largely responsible for the situation that the malaria eradication programme 

was intended.to remedy, and he hoped that his views in that regard would be . 

communicated to the Health Assembly, 

The СНАЗШУШ assured Dr Butrov that the opinions expressed by members of the 

Committee would be summarized in its report, the drafting of which could now be 

left to the Rapporteur. 

One other point under the present item had not yet been decided, though it had 

been referred to in passing: the proposed issue of Malaria Eiradication Stamps • • 

described in document SB26/29, •Annex 2. It seemed to hir,i that that proposal, i£ 

widely accepted, could serve a useful purpose in infoming the public about WHO's 

work. What seeraed doubtful, on the other hand, was whether the plan actually 

would have wide acceptance and, even if it did, whether it would have financial as 
• • 

well as propaganda value. He understood that the policy of goverments with regard 

to stamp issues varied considerably. Some varied their deslgas only very rarely, 

while others frequently brought out special issues for coranemorative or charitable 

purposes. Some might readiJy make over part of the proceeds of a special Malaria 

Eradication issue to WHO, but in others all receipts from the sale of stamps were 

hypothecated to a central fund and could not be diverted to other purposes without 

special legislation. It would be recalled that a somewhat analagous project • 

the issue of World Health Seals • had not prodwed anything like the results hoped 

for. so it might be d esirable not to commit the Organization too deeply to the 

plan until more information was available about the probability of general 

acceptance. 



Mr SIEGEL felt that the Chaiman had raised some interesting poüits, 

However, he must point out that there was no relationship at all between the 

present
 Р
1ал and the issue of World Health Seals.. The seals had been printed 

b y
 WHO and made available to алу country that wished to sell them. The present 

plan was to suggest to all Member States of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) that 

they should issue their own stamps, on or about the same date, handling the 

proceeds like those of any other national stamp issue, though it was hoped that 

some governments would contribute part of the philatelic proceeds to Ш0 or raake 

over sorae of the stamps to the Organi
Z
ation to sell to philatelists. The chief 

p
U r
p

0 s e
 was not direct money raising, but to create both in the malarious countries 

and elsewhere a vider awareness of the malaria problem and of the efforts to solve 

it. There could never be any assm-ance that all countries would participate зл 

the
 Р
1ал, but the Office of UPU had already been consulted and its assiorance 

obtained that the Union would further the scheme by playing a part similar to the 

p a r t
 it had played the case of the issue of stamps for the World Refugee Year, 

妞 which 考 countries, though not all, had taken part. There was no way of 

o b t a i n s any further assurance, or any comitment by Member governments of UPU 

m
t l l detailed plans, including suggested designs, were submitted to them. 

One aspect of the question not yet cemented on was the cost to WHO, He 

believed that aside f services of Ш0 staff it would be necessary to provide 

f o r
 the production of a design and motif, which should not exceed § 1000, 

№ R0FFSÏ, alternate to Sir John Charles, member of the Executive Board, 

f e l t
 that the plan, t W g h attractive at first sight, had most of the difficulties 

of the Malaria Eradication Special Account. It was again based on the volmtaxy 



principle, so would involve all the embarrassment with which the Director-General 

was familiar, and without any guarantee that funds would be available in the end. 

If it were agreed that the pxálaria eradication prograrame should be ftoanced 

entirely from the regular budget there would be no need for such devices. 

Dr ABU SHAMMâ agreed with Mr Çiegel that the proposed plan could create rauch 

interest in malaria eradication both in coimtries where the disease existed and in 

others, as well as providing world-wide propaganda for ШО. Moreover,呵 addition 
* « . . . -

it brought to the Organization»s funds would be useful. He proposed that the 

Committee recommend to the Executive Board that it instruct the Director-General 

to approach governments and, even if only 50 per cent, of them were w i l i n g to 

participate to the scheme, to proceed with its implementation. 

Professor. AUJAIEU agreed that the plan had potential moral, and probably also 

material, usefulness. However, there were three points to which he must draw 

attention. 

Firstly, in many countries arrangements for special stamp issues were made 

a long time in advance. If, therefore, the proposed Malaria Bradication Stamps 

were to be ready for 7 April 1962, governments must be approached on the natter 

as soon as possible, perhaps without even waiting for the decision of the Health 

Assembly. 

Secondly, he would like an e^lanation regarding the last sentence of the 

f i r s
t section, entitled "Background and Purpose", 5л Annex 2 of document EB26/29, 

When stamps were sold in ацг country he did not svppose алуопе know whether they 



went to philatelists or to ordinaiy people who would stick them on envelopes, and 

he therefore did not see how WHO could be guaranteed the exclusive right to sell 

the stamps on the philatelic market, 

Finally, many countries，、зл obliterating postage stamps, used some kind of 

slogan. For example, at present аП the stamps on letters sent out by the French 

Ministry of Health bore the slogan: "BCG protects against tuberculosis", Ш the 

same w矽,countries might be invited to use for a certain period in obliterating 

their stamps a slogan relating to malaria sradicatiôn which might be devised by WHO 

and translated into the appropriate languages. That suggestion was, of course, 

intended as a supplement and not an alternative to the proposed starap issue. 

Dr BUTROV said that, without wishing to discuss the details of the proposal, 

he supported it in principle as part of the effort to obtain further voluntary 

contributions for the malaria eradication programme - a purpose to which there 

could be no reasonable objection會 

Mr SIEGEL emphasized that Professor Aujaleu»s remarks regarding the need to 

act quickly were very much to the p o ^ t . Indeed, it was for that reason that the 

Director-General had not.proposed that a decision be deferred until the Fourteenth 

World Health Assembly. He must also point out that unless the Executive Board 

decided to instruct the Director-General to proceed at once with a view.to havijig 

the stamps issued in 1962, there would be little potot in subsequently envisaging 

any action in 1963 or 1964, since two other organizations had already established 

plans in consult.ation with UPU for issues in those years. 



As for Professor Aujaleu's sugestión regarding thô usa of a special slogan 

to obliterate the stamps, he presmed that that would be an N e g r a l part of the 

plan. 

Finally, in regard to Professor ^jaleuts question, he conld опЗу say that 

c o w r i e s thenselves sold stamps through philatelic channels, but that If they were 

w i l X t o g
 to make some available to Ш0 the Organisation could also зе11 them for 

p h i l
atelic purposes. There was, of course, no guarantee that stamps would 

n o t
 return to the county of issue and Ъе used for norraal P - t a l p u ^ e e , but it 

W £ S
 „ot vazy l ^ e l y . As meters of the C o r t e e were perhaps aware, the first 

d a y
 of issue was particularly important from a philatelic point of view, and 

special envelopes were used, 

Dr ABU SHAMMà said that,让 view of what had been said about the need for 

m e d i a t e action, he would .itbdrew bis earlier proposal that the Director^eneral 

s h
ould be asked to cons^t I n d W ! . o v e r a s and wouid agree that he apply 

directly to UPÏÏ. 

M r
 31ШЕЬ said that before the Co^ittee too, a decision be wished to clarify 

a few further points. . . 

the Ddxector^eneral considered that the proposed sta.p isaue would 

be particularly valuable in countries w.ere malaria eradication projects were in 

a c t u a l
 operation by s t ^ t ^ g public support and thereby helping 恤 n a t t a i 

b u d g e t
. A national propaganda campaign, inciting a sta^p issue, had been held 

the previous year 1л Iran and had been a great success. 



Secondly, on the question of contacting governments through UPÜ, he must point 

out that the Director-General had already started negotiations with the Union and 

had been told that the Union could do no more than transmit the plan to its Meinber 

governments with a recommendation that it be given serious consideration. Nothing 

could be done to make governments participate, and nothlBg more could be done 
« 

through UPU except, in the event that the Board approved the plan, to inform 

governments of that fact. that remained now was for the Board to decide 

whether the plan should be pursued or abandoned. If it was to be pursued, the 

next step was to produce a design which would be communicated to governments 

through the machinery of UPU, 

The ШАЛтт suggested that the Rapporteur be asked to draft a reeoramendation 

for the Executive Board to the effect that the Committee found the proposal in 

document SB26/29, Annex 2, generally acceptable, subject to the remarks and 

suggestions made during the debate and accepted by Mr Siagel on behalf of the 

Director-General, 

It was so agreed. 

7. SUPPESMSMCJiRY BUDGET ESTIMEES FOR 1961: Item 7 of the ügenda (Documents 
EB26/3 and EB26/3 Add,5) 

/it the request of the Chairman, Mr SIEGEL introduced document EB26/3 Add,5
t 

which contained a summary of all the Dlrector-General>s supplementary budget 

proposals for 1961, presented in accordance with Financial Regulation 3.10, together 

with a suggested draft resolution. 



〜 … 識
A
 contributions to the U n i t ^ t̂.iоля J o ^ t Staff Pension Fund: 

g e m 7 д of the Agenda (uocuments KB26/3 Add,! ала ДВ26/25) 

Mr SISGSL explained that the estimate of Ф 90 000 for increased contributions to 

t h e
 Staff Pension Fund 1961 wae based on the proposals contained in the 

r e p ô r t of the United Nations Secretary-General attached to document EB26/25. 

T h
o s e proposals were at present before the United Nations G e n e r a l Asserab^, which 

c o u l d s t m modify the,, The figure 窗 tberefore provisional, but the f i , 

觀 i d be' known by the tjone of the Fourteenth 讹rid Health Asse^ly. 

D r B U T R 0
V wondered whether there was an,/ point 1л c o n s i d e r ^ the matter if the 

present figure was only provision^, particularly as it had now been decided that 

t h e
 Boaxd would neet again M e d i a t e l y before the Health ^ з ^ whe, it would be 

a b l e to aake a definite recon^endation ал the light of the f ^ a l decision of the 

General Assembly-

T h e
 СНАШШ felt it was desirable that delegates to the Health i ： — should 

h a v e
 a d e a r R a t i o n of probable financial corn.itments for both 1961 and 1962, 

A t
 previous Health / . s e r i e s there had been 黨 dissatisfaction when cortad 

proposals with financial f i c t i o n s had, unavoidab^, been s p i t t e d rather late, 

Wben, therefore the probable c o ^ e n t s were known at least approximately, it 

night be best not to defer consideration. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the C h a i « had exactly expressed the Director-General.s 

f e e l
^

g s
. He would only add that, when the Board W M e d i a t e l y before the Health 

/ l s s e
, b l

y
, it could adjust the 让 the light of the General A s s e t s dec^ion. 



Dr BUTROV said that he remained unconvinced. There was no point in the Board's 

discussing the same natter twice. Health Asserably delegates would be informed in 

plenty of time through the normal distribution of documents• 

Professor AÜJ1LEU said that he, on the other hand, agreed with the Ghairraan. 

Since the supplementary requirement was already known with fair certainty it was 

best that governments should be infonaed of it within the next month through a 

resolution of the Board, rather than rauch later through the documentation for the » 

Health Assembly. 

Dr SCmMDOKF agreed with Professor Aujaleu, 

Dr NABULSI said he would prefer to defer the disciossion until the Board's next 

session, as proposed by Dr Butrov, 

The СШШШШ put Dr Butrovís proposal to the vote. 

Decision: The proposal was rejected by four votes to two. 

The GHAIRMAM asked whether there was any objection to recommending to the 

Board the approval of the additional provision proposed. 

Noting that there was no objection, be declared the provision approved. 

The meeting rose at 12«45 р»ш. 


